


A SELECTION - ASSEMBLED PARTS PRODUCTS

Anti Tipper FLOS 
Tilt protection for wheelchair

Cable Clamp FLOS 
Cable clamp for under carriage of 

buses

Bus Chair Bolt FLOS 
For seats on buses

Connecting Rod Assys FLOS 
Magnetic rod assembly to 

open/close bus doors

Control Rod FLOS 
Rod to open the lock of 

a truck door

Egg carrier FLOS 
Transporting, arranging and 

line up eggs

Pusher Bar FLOS  
Guiding and aligning the eggs in the 

machine

Knee Hinge FLOS 
Level adjuster for a wheelchair to 

keep the leg straight or bent

Opty Assy FLOS 
Picking up broken eggs and separate the  

egg-white from the yolk

Pusher Transport Lane FLOS 
Aligning the eggs to a certain 

direction in a machine

Shaft Toller FLOS 
Aligning eggs in a machine

Storage Toplink FLOS 
Rear suspension for a tractor 

T3181-715
Detail for a bicyle stand

M5171000040 
Forklift read end
safety triangle

W823001-6 
Rear suspension for a tractor 



A SELECTION - ASSEMBLED PARTS PRODUCTS

M0061000374     
Forklift mount safetydoor fully 

assembled

P816001-21 
Cab door Lock 163,5X114MM  

material ACC. Draw

K7710-112 
Detail is weld into the mechanical, can be  

used to two different models of chairs  
P6235-31 

Adjustment foot that can be used 
for example in washing machines

02185-757 
Showerset

H30444-428 
Used for chainsaws to adjust the 

amount of grease

E2006-152 
Cage nut screw

B6363-42
Adjustment pole for a chair’s 

back side 

I1509-14 
Shaft with grease nipple

P816001-18 
Steel sword pin + chain M10x119 

zincplated with brass pin head

02185-701 
Parts to a shower roof

P816001-34 
Emergency flap, polished aluminium

P816001-28    
Bonnet Support Stay

OA3965333-71 
Pipe for a hand block 

E2006-1159 
Soft pipe



A SELECTION - ASSEMBLED PARTS PRODUCTS

Cable Clamp FLOS 
Cable clamp for under carriage 

of buses

1183-66B2996 
Assembled axle  

976SCHWEISSBA212059V 
Foot of a locker room to 

adjust the height

97641600961W3N 
Mounting for a boat engine

A3728-01 
Steel M10 U Bolt with 

rubber coating

3267-1Y19905  
Controls the side brushes of the 

machine of floor cleaning

Piston rod assemblyG107017-10 
Piston rod assembly

H108022-22 
Casted Pivot HDG with copper  

bearing bush

A3728-05  
Assembled SS retaining pin with 

steel victor chain 

Pre-clearer mobile introducer K2727-102

K111010-32 
Sail Support with spring return

L38051-49 
Oil sump from a truck

M813001-114  
Dog Bone assembly with bearings



A SELECTION - ASSEMBLED PARTS PRODUCTS

S919004-141 
Assembled lynch pin with victor 

chain and S-hook 

V122028-66 
Moveable aluminium support bracket 

for BUS

V122028-56 
Door pullrod to open/close doorsystems

W823001-2 
Fuel Filler Flap for Bus

113314 
U bracket assembly for 

wheelchairs

113345 
Bus chair bolt

113710 
Bus chair bolt

113356 
Calf support assy for wheelchairs

113646 
Space arm mounted for bus door

114509 
Oil transit bush

114521 
Single egg carrier

114521 
Single egg carrier

121112 
Lockable hinge for wheelchairs

121207 
Headrest assembly for wheelchairs

121224 
Tube guider for milking guiding robots
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